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Metastatic lesions to the skin may present a di-
lemma in the identification of the primary site.
Breast carcinoma, metastatic to the skin, that is
negative for estrogen receptors (ERs) and/or proges-
terone receptors (PRs) may be mimicked by a num-
ber of other metastatic lesions. In the present study,
16 formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded infiltrat-
ing ductal carcinomas metastatic to the skin, which
were ER2/PR2, ER2/PR1, or ER1/PR2; 5 meta-
static lesions to the skin from primary lesions other
than breast cancer; and 5 eccrine tumors were ex-
amined for immunoreactivity to the androgen re-
ceptor. The majority of the metastatic breast lesions
(82%) exhibited immunopositivity for androgen re-
ceptor, whereas the metastatic skin lesions from
primary lesions other than breast cancer and the
eccrine tumors were immunonegative. Thus, an-
drogen receptor immunohistochemistry could
serve as a marker to increase sensitivity for identi-
fying breast cancer in skin metastasis of unknown
primary sites.
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In the examination of metastatic tumors to the skin,
the identification of the site of the primary tumor is
of importance as some carcinomas first come to the
attention of the pathologist as skin metastases.
Schwartz (1) found that 7.6% of carcinomas were
first identified as skin metastases. In breast cancer
metastases, presence of estrogen receptors (ERs)

and progesterone receptors (PRs), identified by im-
munohistochemical stains, may aid in the identifi-
cation of the primary site; however, eccrine neo-
plasms have also been shown to express ERs and
PRs (2). Are there any additional clues to help one
narrow the diagnosis to that of a metastatic breast
lesion? It has been reported that in primary breast
tumors, between 80% (3, 4) and 100% (5) of lesions
are androgen receptor (AR) positive and 60% are
positive for ARs, ERs, and PRs (6), whereas 25% of
metastatic breast lesions are solely AR1 (7). ER, PR,
and AR concentrations are lower in metastases than
in the primary tumors (7, 8); of the three, ARs seem
to be best preserved in metastases (3). Little is
known about the role and clinical significance of AR
in the biologic behavior of breast cancer (3), and
even less is known about AR status in breast carci-
nomas that are metastatic to the skin. The discovery
of a new antibody corresponding to amino acids
299 through 315 of the human AR presented the
opportunity to assess the immunoreactivity of
breast cancer metastases to the skin. Accordingly,
this study was undertaken to assess the AR status of
these neoplasms and to determine whether AR im-
munohistochemistry could serve as a marker to
increase sensitivity for identifying breast cancer in
skin metastasis of unknown primary site.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A total of 21 biopsies of carcinomas, metastatic to
the skin, and 5 primary eccrine tumors were ob-
tained from the pathology tissue files at the Univer-
sity of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. The neo-
plasms were 16 metastatic infiltrating ductal breast
carcinomas; 2 metastatic squamous cell carcino-
mas; 1 metastatic gastric carcinoma; 1 metastatic
ovarian carcinoma; 1 metastatic melanoma; 1 ec-
crine acrospiroma; 2 eccrine poromas; and 2 syrin-
gomas, 1 of which was the clear cell variant. The
specimens were fixed in 10% formalin and embed-
ded in paraffin. Four-micron-thick sections were
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cut and mounted on 3-aminopropyltrethoxy-si-
lane– coated slides, dried, and deparaffinized be-
fore undergoing antigen retrieval by heat treatment
in DAKO Target Retrieval solution (DAKO, Carpen-
teria, CA). The endogenous peroxidase activity was
quenched with prediluted peroxidase block, and
nonspecific binding was quenched with horse se-
rum block. The Immunocruz Staining System @
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., Santa Cruz, CA)
was used with AR (441) as the primary prediluted
antibody, a mouse monoclonal IgG1 antibody cor-
responding to amino acids 299 through 315 of the
human AR. Sections were incubated for 2 h with the
primary antibody and subsequently incubated with
the biotinylated secondary antibody for 30 min. The
signal was visualized with 3,39-diaminobenzidine in
chromogen solution with Imidazole-HCl buffer at
pH 7.5 (DAKO liquid 3,39-diaminobenzidine 1 large
volume substrate-chromogen system), yielding a
brown end product at the site of the target antigen.
AR positivity was defined as strong nuclear binding
in greater than 90% of the cells in question. Prostate
carcinoma tissue served as the positive control.

RESULTS

Twenty-one carcinomas, metastatic to the skin, and
5 primary eccrine skin tumors were analyzed for im-
munoreactivity to the AR. The 16 breast carcinomas
had been previously analyzed for immunoreactivity
to both ERs and PRs. These tissue samples consisted
of 11 lesions that were immunonegative to both ERs
and PRs, 3 lesions that were estrogen immunopositive
but progesterone immunonegative, and 2 lesions that
were progesterone immunopositive but estrogen im-
munonegative. All of the metastatic breast carcino-
mas were identified as the infiltrating ductal type, and
of those that had received a Bloom-Richardson grade,
the majority were high-grade lesions. Thirteen of the
primary breast lesions had been analyzed for immu-

noreactivity to ER and PR. Of these 13 lesions, 3
showed a discrepancy in the ER/PR immunoreactivity
between the breast primary and the skin metastasis.
One primary breast lesion was ER1/PR1, whereas
the skin metastasis was ER2/PR2. Another breast
primary lesion was ER2/PR2, whereas the skin me-
tastasis was ER2/PR1. The final breast primary le-
sion showing a discrepancy in ER/PR immunoreac-
tivity from the skin metastasis was ER1/PR1,
whereas the skin metastasis was ER2/PR1 (Table 1).

Positive nuclear AR antibody immunohistochem-
ical staining was observed in the majority of meta-
static breast carcinomas (Fig. 1A), with 11 of 16
showing immunonegativity for both ERs (Fig. 1B)
and PRs (Fig. 1C). The metastatic lesions other than
those metastatic from the breast, namely, the met-
astatic squamous cell carcinoma, gastric carci-
noma, ovarian carcinoma, and melanoma, showed
uniform immunonegativity for the AR. The eccrine
neoplasms all showed uniform AR negativity with
AR immunopositivity evident within normal seba-
ceous glands. Of the 11 metastatic breast lesions
that were ER2PR2, 9 (82%) exhibited nuclear im-
munopositivity for the AR. The five lesions that
were either ER2/PR1 or ER1/PR2 all exhibited
nuclear AR immunopositivity. Staining within all
tumors was heterogeneous; some nuclei exhibited
immunopositivity, whereas others did not. The pro-
portion of tumor cell nuclei exhibiting immunopos-
itivity was in the range of 90%. The metastatic le-
sions other than breast cancer metastases, which
bear some morphologic similarity to breast cancer
metastases, all showed AR immunonegativity as did
all of the eccrine neoplasms.

DISCUSSION

We have shown that AR immunoreactivity may
be a marker to increase sensitivity for metastatic
breast cancer in the identification of an unknown

TABLE 1. Breast Cancer Metastases to the Skin with Androgen, Estrogen, and Progesterone Immunoreactivity:

Comparison to Primary Breast Sex Steroid Immunoreactivity

Skin Metastasis AR Skin ER Skin PR Bloom-Richardson Grade Breast ER Breast PR

pos pos neg
pos neg neg III/III neg neg
pos neg neg III/III neg neg
pos neg neg III/III neg neg
pos neg neg III/III pos pos
pos pos neg II/III pos neg
pos neg pos neg neg
pos neg pos pos pos
pos pos neg III/III pos pos
pos neg neg
pos neg neg III/III neg neg
pos neg neg
pos neg neg
pos neg neg III/III neg neg
neg neg neg neg neg
neg neg neg neg neg

AR, androgen receptor; ER, estrogen receptor; PR, progesterone receptor; pos, positive; neg, negative.
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primary skin metastasis. Our results show that the
majority of metastatic breast carcinomas that are neg-
ative for both ERs and PRs or that exhibit immunon-
egativity for either ERs or PRs show nuclear immuno-
positivity for the AR. Metastatic lesions that may
mimic breast metastases, namely, squamous cell car-
cinoma, gastric carcinoma, ovarian carcinoma, and
melanoma, showed uniform immunonegativity for
the AR. Eccrine neoplasms, which may show immu-
nopositivity for ERs or PRs (2), showed uniform AR
immunonegativity. There was a difference in the
ER/PR status between the breast primary lesion and
the skin metastasis in 3 of 13 tumors.

The majority (87%) of invasive ductal breast car-
cinoma, metastatic to the skin, that are ER2/PR2,
ER1/PR2, or ER2/PR1 show immunoreactivity for
ARs. This could be advantageous in the differenti-
ation of these tumors from other metastatic lesions
that can mimic breast cancer metastases. There
were, however, 2 of 11 skin metastases (18%) that
were ER2/PR2 as well as AR2. It is in these few
cases that AR immunohistochemistry cannot aid in
the identification of an unknown primary site.

A difference was found in the ER/PR status be-
tween the breast primary lesion and the skin me-
tastasis in 3 of 13 tumors. In two cases, there was a
loss of sex steroid expression in the metastasis,
whereas the third case showed a gain of PR immu-
nopositivity. Loss of sex steroid expression in met-
astatic lesions has been previously noted. ER, PR,
and AR concentrations are lower in metastases than
in the primary tumors (7, 8). The single case with
gain of PR is an anomaly that might be explained by
presence of more than one primary breast lesion or
by mutation of part of a single lesion from an ER2/
PR1 tumor, which metastasized, to an ER2/PR2
tumor that was sampled for receptor status.

Cutaneous metastases from primary tumors
other than breast that may mimic breast cancer
metastases were also examined for immunoreactiv-
ity to the AR. These were found to be nonreactive.
There are additional primary carcinomas that are
known to contain hormone receptors that metasta-
size to the skin, namely, thyroid, hepatocellular,
and genital cancers. However, these carcinomas are
rare and were not examined in the current study
because of the inability to locate any examples of
these in tissue files.

In conclusion, we have shown that AR immuno-
reactivity may be a marker to increase sensitivity for
metastatic breast cancer in the identification of an
unknown primary skin metastasis that is ER2/PR2,
ER1/PR2, or ER2/PR1. Cutaneous metastatic dis-
ease is the initial presentation in 7.6% of patients
(1); thus, it is important to identify the site of the
primary tumor whether it is for diagnostic, prog-
nostic, or therapeutic utility. When a metastatic
lesion of unknown primary site is encountered in
the skin, the immunohistochemical analysis for
possible site of origin should include a minimum of
cytokeratin, ERs, and PRs. It is our hypothesis that
the addition of AR immunohistochemistry may in-
crease the diagnostic yield in identification of those
metastatic breast lesions that are not ER1/PR1.
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Book Review

Perry DJ, Pasi KJ: Hemostasis and Thrombosis
Protocols, 368 pp, Totowa, New Jersey,
Humana Press, Inc., 1999 ($89.50).

This is a reference manual on research and di-
agnostic techniques in the field of hemostasis
and thrombosis. It is written by multiple experts
from the United Kingdom, the United States, and
Australia. The majority of the text is devoted to
contemporary nucleic acid approaches, but
some sections also describe techniques for pro-
tein and cellular expression analysis.

The manual is divided into five parts. Part
one is an introductory chapter that briefly sum-
marizes the fundamental components of the he-
mostatic mechanism. Part two is a series of chap-
ters that describe basic nucleic acid techniques
that are applied in later chapters, such as the
isolation, amplification, and sequencing of nu-
cleic acids, as well as various methods for ana-
lyzing promoter regions. Part three, as well as
some chapters within part four, discuss different
screening methods for detecting genetic muta-
tions, which can be applied to any gene. Part four
contains numerous chapters that describe vari-
ous nucleic acid, cellular expression, and
protein-based methods that have been applied
to analyze specific clotting factor deficiencies
and hypercoagulable states. Part five discusses
methods for the molecular biological analysis of
platelet and megakaryocyte disorders.

Each chapter is presented in a recipe format
so that the methods can be reproduced. All chap-
ters are subdivided into sections for easy reading:

introduction, materials, methods, and notes. The
“notes” section provides useful caveats about ex-
perimental technique and data interpretation.
The chapters on mutation detection in clotting
factor deficiencies will be useful to hemostasis
laboratories that are interested in carrier detec-
tion, prenatal diagnosis, or research. The chap-
ters on von Willebrand factor multimer analysis,
factor V Leiden mutation, and prothrombin
G20210A mutation will be useful to hemostasis
laboratories that want to set up these important
diagnostic tests.

The criticisms are relatively minor. One of
the mutation detection methods (chemical
cleavage of mismatched base pairs) is first intro-
duced in part four but would have been more
appropriate in part three to provide consistency.
The text would have benefited from careful ed-
iting to correct typographical errors found in sev-
eral chapters. Some chapters lacked pictures of
electrophoretic gels, which if present would have
enhanced understanding of the material.

This manual does well at meeting its goals of
providing a broad overview of techniques used in
the analysis of hemostatic disorders and provid-
ing strategies for future problem solving. It will
be of great utility to hemostasis laboratories that
wish to advance their research or diagnostic ca-
pabilities.

Mark Cunningham
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Kansas City, Kansas
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